
In The Skies Over Chaddesden
The test flight that failed over Stanley

Over the years there has been much conjecture about the circumstances of the Wellington crash at 
Stanley on Sunday evening, 12 July 1942. Now sixty years on I hope to put the record straight and 
tell the true story. It is necessary to go back to 1938 when the idea of a high-altitude bomber which 
could operate above the ceiling of enemy fighters was put forward. The specification required an 
aircraft capable of operating at 40,000ft - extremely strenuous demand for those days. Vickers 
Armstrongs was asked to investigate the possibilities of using the Wellington airframe for the purpose 
and in May 1939 an order was given for two prototypes, one of which was to be fitted with Bristol 
Hercules engines and the other with Rolls-Royce Merlins. The Hercules-powered aircraft did not 
come up to expectations, so Vickers concentrated on the version with the Merlin which was to 
become the Wellington Mk.VI. The nose of the Wellington’s geodetic fuselage structure was modified 
to incorporate a pressure cabin as shown in the diagram. The bomb-shaped cabin was a metal shell 
internally lagged with heat and sound-insulating material and accommodated the pilot, navigator-
bomb-aimer, and wireless operator. Entry was from the fuselage through a hatch at the tail-end of the 
pressure cabin. The pilot sat with his head in a perspex dome and observation windows were 
provided for the other crew members. Compressors driven by the two Merlin 60 engines supplied air 
to keep the pressure in the cabin equivalent to that at 10,000 feet. This air also provided heat to the 
cabin. The rear turret of the standard Wellington was retained, which meant that the unfortunate 
gunner was exposed to temperatures as low as -70ºC, at which his heated flying suit was hardly 
adequate. Plans to install a pressurised rear turret never came to fruition. Testing at 30,000 ft brought 
to light many unexpected problems. The outside temperature was at least -40ºC and the main flying 
controls and trimmer circuits became immovable due to the freezing of the grease in the hinge 
bearings and special hydraulic fluid had to be used to enable operation of the rear turret and bomb 
doors. On one occasion the fuselage was badly damaged when oil from a leak froze into lumps as it 
was hurled off the propeller.  The dome, windows and entrance hatch constantly iced up because of 
high humidity in the cabin. Drying the air cured this, but caused much discomfort to the crew. Icing 
outside the cabin made emergency escape practically impossible and sometimes the crew took ten 
minutes to depressurise and open the hatch. The Stanley Wellington had the serial number W5795 
and was built as a prototype at Vickers’ Foxwarren factory near Cobham in Surrey. It was fitted with 
two Merlin 60 engine turning Rotol Jablo four-bladed propellers and was passed to the experimental 
station at Boscombe Down for trials. Even with the Merlin 60 the aircraft was hard-pressed to reach 
its specified altitude and in order to achieve it W5795 was at one stage fitted with six-foot extensions 
to the wings. Freeze-up problems had not been solved and burnt oil fumes from the cabin 
compressor were sometimes so thick that the pilot couldn’t see his instruments. The constant speed 
props tended to run away out of control at these low temperatures. Work to solve the problems 
continued throughout 1941, and was later of great value in the design of other high altitude aircraft.
 Now back to the events of 12 July. During the late afternoon Squadron Leader Cyril Colmore and his 
crew, Sergeant Arthur Smith, navigator, Sergeant Ron Gillot, wireless operator, Pilot Officer Ken 
Radford, air gunner, and Mr Clifford Abbott, civilian flight test observer, were briefed for a high-altitude 
test flight followed by all-out speed checks at various heights. They took of from Boscombe Down at 
1830 hours, and for the next hour radio messages were received from the Wellington to the effect 
that the tests were going well. W5795 was seen by a Derby anti-aircraft battery and plotted flying in a 
north-easterly direction at 32,000ft making vapour trails. Suddenly the aircraft was seen to enter a 
high-speed dive and after a few seconds the whole aircraft broke up, the pressure cabin separating 
from the fuselage. Wreckage fell over a wide area from Ockbrook to the railway at Stanley Common 
at about 1941hrs. The crew had no chance of escape. The bodies of Sqn.Ldr Colmore, Sgt.Smith 
and Sgt.Gillot were found in the remains of the pressure cabin. Mr.Abbott had been thrown out and 
was found close to the wreckage, while Plt.Off Radford was unable to reach his parachute which was 
stored in the fuselage just beyond his turret doors. He was thrown out of the turret when the tail 
section parted from the rest of the fuselage and his body was later recovered from a cornfield some 
distance from the wrecked turret. After a study of the wreckage, the accident investigators came up 
with the following conclusions. The Wellington had climbed to a height of 35,500ft and had levelled off 
to carry out a speed check with the Merlins running at 2850rpm when a vibration developed in the 
starboard engine. Sqn/Ldr Colmore throttled the engine back, wound on full right rudder trim to 
counter the swing and commenced a descent. It was then that a blade separated from the starboard 
propeller, penetrating the pressure cabin and fatally injuring Sqn.Ldr Colmore. He had time only to 
take out his monogrammed handkerchief to stem the blood flow before he collapsed and the 
Wellington dived to destruction. Parts of the aircraft were found between Ockbrook and the railway 
line just outside Stanley. Most poignant was that Colmore’s handkerchief was found near Dale Abbey, 
and identified by its monogram. I believe the White Star pub was used as a temporary mortuary for 
the crew. A central area was set up for wreckage collection before transportation to Boscombe Down 
for detailed inspection. Some years ago I was given a fuel contents gauge which is reputed to have 
come from the crash site. Perhaps it is the only part remaining from the aircraft? After the accident 
there was a reduction of altitude testing much to the relief of the Boscombe Down flight test crews 
who called the Wellington Mk.VI the ‘Flying Coffin’. Between 60 and 70 Mk.VI Wellingtons were 
produced, but by the time they had reached operational status, the faster and simpler Mosquito was 
already carrying out virtually the same task without the problems of the pressure cabin, and enemy 
fighters were also operating at high altitude. The nearest that the high-altitude Wellingtons came to 
operations was when a few were issued to 109 Squadron for a short period in 1941 for trials with 
‘Oboe’ radar. Most of the aircraft were scrapped in 1943.

My thanks to the late Peter Ward of Hilton who carried out the early research on the events of 12 July 
1942. 
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